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Police Chief Jim Gardiner shows machine gun seized in breakup of “sophisticated” burgiary ring.
Police bust burglary ring
By Marla R. Van Schuyver 
Staff Writer
In a bizarre twist of lack, 
San Luis Obispo police Tuesday 
uncovered a three-man theft 
ring, narcotics for sale and a 
h o m em ad e , 9mm S ten  
automatic machine gun in one 
fell swoop.
“It is our understanding 
that the gun was about to be 
sold to one of the local 
skinhead gangs or traded for 
narcotics,” said San Luis 
Obispo police Chief Jim Gar­
diner. “It is of great concern to 
U3 that we have these kinds of 
weapons on the streets, and 
especially that they might end 
up in the hands of local gangs.”
On Tuesday, police arrested 
San Luis Obispo residents 
Mark Raymond Koenig, 22, 
and Michael C. Wyble, 23.
Both men were suspected of 
probation violations and of par­
taking in a rooftop theft ring 
that op>erated in September, 
November and December of 
last year. The ring has been 
blamed for the robberies of 
nine San Luis Obisp>o busi­
nesses, an Arroyo Grande book
store and the November fire 
bombing of Neal-Truesdale In­
surance in San Luis Obispo. No 
one was injured in the bomb­
ing.
Police have not determined 
See THEFT, page 9
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The raid yielded the thieves’ tools, Including scanners and guns.
Student accused o f spying
Neighbors say he drilled hole, peeped into bathroom
By Alex Naughton
Staff Writer
“Curiosity” is what drove a 
Cal Poly student to peer through 
a self-made, two-way mirror into 
the bathroom of his female 
neighbors.
Agribusiness senior Bryan 
Huckell faces one misdemeanor 
count of installing and maintain­
ing a two-way mirror. He is 
scheduled to be arraigned Feb. 
23 in San Luis Obispo Municipal 
Court.
The alleged incident-occurred 
Jan. 15 at Kris Kar Apartments 
on the 600 block of Grand 
Avenue.
In an interview Wednesday, 
Huckell, 22, admitted to drilling 
a hole in a wall that separated 
his bathroom from that of his 
neighbors’. He also admitted to 
altering his neighbors’ mirror so
he could see into their bathroom 
through the hole.
Having worked for a number 
of years in the construction in­
dustry, Huckell said he knew 
removing the filmy layer on the 
back of a mirror allows for one to 
see through it.
Huckell said he got the idea in 
early January when he and some 
of his friends were “joking 
around” in his bathroom. They 
could hear the shower next door 
and someone said: “Wouldn’t it 
be cool if we could see through?”
“And I knew it could be done, 
Huckell said.
He said he took his mirror 
down, drilled a hole in the wall 
separating the apartm ents’ 
bathrooms and scratched an ap­
proximately three-quarter-inch 
hole in the backing of the 
women’s mirror.
One of Huckell’s neighbors.
Jogger attacked, 
flees unharmed
By John Hubbell
News Editor ___
A local woman out for a 
Friday evening jog was attacked 
by two men as she made her way 
down Johnson Ave., but was able 
to fend them off and flee un­
harmed, police said.
According to police, the 
woman was jogging on Johnson 
Ave. at 5:45 p.m. when an older- 
model, full-sized olive green or 
brown-colored dirty pickup truck 
passed by. After stopping the 
vehicle, its two male occupants 
got out of the cab; one of the men 
dropped his pants, exposing him-
self.
When the woman crossed the 
street to avoid the men, the 
flasher pulled up his trousers 
and chased her. He grabbed her 
arm, but she was able to break 
free and run home, according to 
police.
The man who allegedly ex­
posed himself is described as a 
white male approximately 35 
years old, about 6 feet tall and 
thin. At the time of the attack, 
he had unkempt, collar-length 
hair, a brown mustache and was 
wearing either a white or beige 
baseball cap and a soiled white 
T-shirt.
Mardi Gras chase 
ends with arrest
By John Hubbell
News Editor
A Cal Poly student was ar­
rested on multiple charges at the 
height of Saturday’s Mardi Gras 
parade after he allegedly led 
police on a slick-street chase that 
injured one officer.
Police say 24-year-old Mark 
D. Bruley, a materials engineer­
ing senior, was booked into San 
Luis Obispo County Jail Satur­
day night on charges of failure to 
yield to an emergency vehicle; 
driving under the influence of al­
cohol; driving with a suspended 
license and not wearing a seat 
belt. He posted bail and was 
released, jail officials said Sun­
day.
According to San Luis Obispo 
police, Bruley was spotted at 
8:24 p.m. at the intersection of
Elks Lane and South Higuera St. 
driving a car with an inoperable 
headlight. When Officer Frank 
Goodwin attempted to pull him 
over, Bruley allegedly bolted, 
and the pursuit was on.
Police say Bruley tried to 
evade Goodwin with a series of 
four illegal U-tums on South 
Higuera St., nearly colliding with 
two other vehicles. When Good­
win attempted to block Bruley’s 
car with his cruiser, Bruley’s 
vehicle slammed into the police 
car, spun out, hit the curb of 
Elks Lane and flipped over.
Police then arrested Bruley, 
who was uninjured. But Goodwin 
complained of neck strain, and 
was taken to Sierra Vista 
Regional Medical Center, where 
he was treated and released.
Bruley could not be reached 
for comment Sunday.
who said she once was on friend­
ly terms with him, said he ap­
proached her and her roommate 
the day he made the softball 
sized hole and told them he had 
accidentally drilled through their 
wall and scratched their mirror 
while attempting to extend 
wiring for cable television.
She added that he did not in­
form them he could see into their 
bathroom through the hole.
“People try to trivialize it,” 
she said. “They think it was just 
a prank and laugh about it. But 
it’s not funny.”
The woman, who requested 
anonymity, said there was a 
“softball-sized” cloudy spot where 
Huckell had scratched her mir­
ror. But since she could not see 
through to Huckell’s side, she 
said she did not know the 
Sec MIRROR, page 9
Papers taken Friday 
from campus racks
Editors accuse peephole mirror man
By Marla R. Van Schuyver
Staff Writer
A former Cal Poly student 
already charged with a mis­
demeanor count of using a 
two-way mirror to spy on his 
female next-door neighbors is 
now being accused of stealing 
nearly 6,000 newspapers from 
Mustang Daily’s newsracks on 
Friday to keep the story about 
his alleged spying from getting 
out.
Mustang Daily Editor-in- 
Chief Peter Hartlaub filed a 
complaint Friday with Public 
Safety after inspecting more 
than a dozen of the 20 campus 
newsracks and finding them
empty. The newspaper dis­
tributes more than 7,000 
papers daily to locations on and 
off campus, and Hartlaub said 
he suspects about 5,500 to 
6,000 were missing. He said it 
did not appear that any 
newspapers had been taken 
from off-campus locations.
The case has been passed 
along to campus investigators, 
a Public Safety dispatcher said 
Sunday, but no arrests have 
been made.
Mustang Daily editors, 
however, said they personally 
are convinced it was 22-year- 
old Bryan Huckell — the man 
accused of utilizing the two-
See MUSTANG DAILY, page 9
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Allies figure heavy in blueprint to aid Somalia
M ogadishu. Somalia
A U.N. wish list of projects to start 
rebuilding Somalia seeks at least $250 
million — and that’s just for immediate 
needs, according to a draft copy obtained 
Sunday by The Associated Press.
The proposal includes projects to re­
store water systems, schools, agriculture 
and health care and promises a request 
for additional funds will come later this 
year. It says success hinges on allied for­
ces continuing to maintain security in the 
lawless country.
U.N. officials are to present a final ver­
sion of the report to a conference of donor 
nations on March 11 in Addis Ababa, 
Ethiopia. An aid package could provide a 
boost to peace talks between rival factions 
scheduled in Addis Ababa four days later.
“Somalia as a nation and society lies in 
ruins," says the report, which estimates
A U .N .-led force with about 5,000 Americans 
is to assume responsibility if  a mandate under 
consideration is approved later this week.
that up to 500,000 people died last year of 
starvation or famine-related diseases 
during clan warfare in parts of the 
country.
“Today, an estimated 1.5 million 
Somalis remain at great risk, and up to 
three times that number need some form 
of assistance,” the report says.
The largest chunk of money requested 
by U.N. agencies is $92.2 million for help­
ing refugees, followed by $41.2 million for 
bringing in food. Employment and farm­
ing programs would each cost $20 million
and education $7.6 million.
The report also calls for the beginning 
of a program to bring home 800,000 
Somali refugees in neighboring Kenya, 
Ethiopia and Djibouti.
While $253 million is needed now, 
“Further funds should be earmarked by 
donors for disbursement in the course of 
the year,” says the report, titled “Relief 
and Rehabiliation Program for Somalia.” 
The report, which noted earlier U.N. 
development efforts in Somalia fell short 
of their goals, was criticized by some
relief officials as being too hasty and over­
ly ambitious. But U.N. officials say the 
country’s enormous needs must be met 
without delay.
U.N. spokesman Farouk Mawlawi s^ iid 
he expected some changes in the draft. 
“Some projects may be found impractical,” 
he said.
The U.S.-led forces of Operation Re­
store Hope began arriving on Dec. 9 and 
have halted most of the clan fighting and 
robbery in southern Somalia.
'The military coalition now has about
33.000 combat and support personnel, in­
cluding some 17,000 from the United 
States. A U.N.-led force of about 20,000 to
25.000 soldiers — with about 5,000 
Americans — is to assume responsibility 
under a mandate that the Security Coun­
cil is to consider this week.
N E W S  B R I E F S
King complied, witnesses say
Lo s Angeles. Calif.
A police internal affairs report on the videotaped beat­
ing of Rodney King shows that citizen witnesses saw King 
complying with officers’ orders before he was beaten, a 
newspaper reported Sunday.
Nine citizen witnesses told investigators that King did 
not exhibit the bizarre behavior officers described, and he 
did not appear to be “uncontrollable,” as the police said.
“It seemed to me he was obeying orders,” said Dorothy 
Shimes, a nurse who lives in the apartment building 
across the street from where King was stopped after lead­
ing authorities on a freeway chase.
Ms. Shimes told the Pasadena Star-News that Officer 
Laurence Powell, one of four officers charged in the beat­
ing, was the one out of control.
“Powell was going crazy,” she said. “He was beating him 
like you’d use a broom to kill a mouse — taking baseball 
swings at him.”
Young suspects in court today
Liverpool. England
Police appealed to angry Liverpool residents Sun­
day to remain calm when two 10-year-old boys make 
their first court appearance on charges of kidnapping 
and murdering a toddler in the northwestern port.
The boys are believed to be the youngest children to 
be charged with murder in Britain, at least this cen­
tury. They are scheduled to appear in magistrate’s 
court Monday for a preliminary hearing.
Emotions have been running high in Liverpool 
since the battered body of 2-year-old James Bulger 
was found near a rail line on Feb. 14. It was a tragic 
end to an intensive hunt for the little boy who had 
vanished two days earlier after wandering away from 
his mother in a busy shopping center.
Police spokeswoman Francine Spada declined comment 
on the newspaper’s report, saying she did not have access 
to the report to confirm its contents.
Clinton pitches reform in L.A.
Santa M onica. Calif.
President Clinton, stepping up an attack on critics who 
say his economic plan doesn’t contain enough spending 
reductions, said Sunday his opponents should offer more 
cuts and “not talk about doing better.”
“It’s one thing to talk like a conservative and another 
thing altogether to live like one,” Clinton said as he 
brought his sales show for his economic program to the 
West Coast, where defense-related industries are par­
ticularly suffering.
Clinton told several thousand students at a community 
college that he would stress increased high-technology 
partnerships between government and industry to help 
convert lost defense jobs to civilian employment.
He also announced he was releasing $500 million in 
federal funds to help defense industries convert to civilian 
projects. Aides said the money had been held up by the 
Bush administration.
Compiled from Associated Press Reports
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Graduates find ‘real world’ jobs a tough go
By Chris Brandi 
and Laura Bloner
Staff Writers
Recent Cal Poly graduates 
were given a dose of reality when 
they were shoved into the real 
world.
The battle waged by careei’- 
hungry graduates to land a job, 
they say, is fierce.
Many of those holding 
bachelor degrees are finding out 
that graduate school is a neces­
sity in slow economic times.
After graduating with a de­
gree in political science last 
spring, Dave Brown decided he 
needed a year off of school before 
beginning graduate courses.
After moving in with his 
parents in Los Angeles, Brown 
figured it would be easy to find a 
job. But after working for a 
mortgage insurance company for 
a couple of months, he was fired.
“\bu don’t want to hear the 
drawn out reason I was given,” 
Brown said. “Basically it was be­
cause of budget cuts.”
Brown decided that bartender 
school was something he could 
try.
“In two easy weeks I will be a 
certified mixologist,” he said.
According to Brown, the class 
costs $600 and teaches students 
how to make about 150 drinks.
“It’s something that I will be 
able to do all the way through 
grad school,” Brown said.
Work is something that Rich 
Johnson, a former construction 
m a n ag em en t m ajo r who 
graduated last spring, knows all 
too well.
Johnson was given a job right 
after graduation with a construc­
tion company in San Diego.
He said the workload over­
whelmed him at first.
“Some weeks I will work 70 to
Children’s Center 
budget on schedule
By Amy Hooper 
Staff Writer
A dearth of reports charac­
terized the ASI Board of Direc­
tors meeting Wednesday.
Amid the chorus of “no report” 
from various officers, representa­
tives and committee chairs 
during the meeting, the board 
approved operational codes for 
the Academic and Administra­
tive Commissions.
The initial closure of the
“I think we’re 
moving very well.»»
Roger Conway, 
ASI Executive Director 
on the center’s budget
meeting for an executive session 
to discuss personnel matters led 
into an evening of technical dis­
cussion about bills and resolu­
tions.
Among those with information 
for the board, ASI Executive 
Director Roger Conway said the 
Children’s Center financial 
budget is closely following the 
guidelines set for it before con­
struction began two years ago.
Conway offered financial in­
formation for the month of 
January. He said the Center fell 
$500 short on revenue.
“The Children’s Center is 
trying very hard to recruit and 
fill a few (enrollment) slots,”
75 hours and then some weeks I 
will work only 30 hours,” John­
son said.
He said the 75-hour weeks 
only come once every few 
months. “If I had to do that all 
the time I would die, (but) most 
of the time, it equals out.”
Johanna Kingsley, a recent 
math graduate, said her degree 
hasn’t helped her... yet.
Kingsley is working as the as­
sistant to a regional sales 
manager for a fashion designer.
After graduation, Kingsley 
was doing some temporary work 
for the design agency when a 
position opened.
“I consider myself really lucky 
to have the job,” she said. “If I 
didn’t have it, I suppose I would 
be sending out r6sum6s right 
about now in the math field.”
Dave Talavera also considers 
himself lucky. A former agricul­
tural business major, Talavera
graduated last winter and is cur­
rently working full-time at 
Familian, a wholesale pipe and 
supply outlet in San Luis Obispo. 
He is a sales representative for 
the company and receives excel­
lent benefits, he said.
“I love my job, but I also miss 
going to school,” Thlavera said. 
He hopes to return to Cal Poly 
and get his master’s degree in 
business within the year.
Jennifer Smith, a former 
graphic design major who 
graduated last spring, also mis­
ses San Luis Obispo. According 
to her mother, Lorraine Smith, 
“Jennifer misses Cal Poly, her 
polo team and her friends. She 
wishes she was in San Luis 
Obispo at times, but (she) is en­
joying her new job.”
Smith is working for a small 
graphic arts firm in San Jose, 
and has been living at home 
since graduation.
pomp
circumstances
Today: Weaven^nifitirig the 
last segment of our three-part 
series on current conditions for 
graduates due to Friday’s 
circulation ¡yroblems. In it, 
recent Poly grads r ^ r t  on life 
beyotid San Luis Obispo.
Tanya Emerson, a former ar­
chitectural engineering major, 
graduated in December 1991 and 
decided to go directly to graduate 
school.
Emerson is currently working 
towards her master’s degree in 
structural engineering at Stan­
ford University.
Conway said.
He said salary expenses were 
reduced by $1,500 in January 
while the expected subsidy costs 
ran $900 higher than originally 
forecast.
“When you consider this is 
only the second quarter of opera­
tion, I think we’re moving very 
well,” Conway said.
“Usually in the first year of 
operation it’s pretty rocky, but as 
you can see by these numbers 
we’re pretty quickly coming into 
focus.”
Susan Keihn, associate vice 
president for Student Affairs, in­
troduced the new minimum
acadenuc qualifications for stu­
dent office holders in the Califor­
nia State University system.
“It’s pretty straightforward 
but certainly important that 
everyone knows what those mini­
mum qualifications are prior to 
the next academic year,” Keihn 
said.
Keihn pointed out the new re- 
q u ire m e n t th a t  s tu d e n t 
representatives must maintain a 
2.0 grade-point average each 
term and not be on probation of 
any kind.
“Basically, what it’s going to 
be is a mandated change in the 
operational code,” said Robert 
Walters, the board’s adviser.
Walters said that the new re­
quirement eliminates the oppor­
tunity for student office holders 
with a GPA below 2.0 to continue 
serving after a consultation with 
their academic adviser, depart­
ment head and college dean.
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STEVE McCRANK/ Mustang Dally
Business senior Ken Shaw and Sean McMhan cross onto Madonna’s property to mountain bike.
Madonna may close mountain
By Laura Bloner
Staff Writer
Alex Madonna may choose 
to enforce the rules p>osted on 
his “No Trespassing” signs if 
mountain bikers continue to 
ride the trails on his property. 
Madonna, a local contractor
and owner of Madonna Inn, 
purchased all but 43 acres of 
San Luis Obispo Peak, also 
known as Madonna Mountain 
since 1973.
The city of San Luis Obispo 
owns the remaining land.
“If we don’t have the bikers 
stopped, we will have to close it
to everyone,” said Madonna, 
citing environmentally damag­
ing soil erosion as the cause of 
his worries.
Madonna said hikers don’t 
pose problems when they are 
respectful of his property.
“There are about 100 to 150 
Sec MADONNA, page 8
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By Dawn Sievers
“A people ignorant of their 
history is like a tree without 
roots. If you do not know your 
history, you do not know your 
destiny."
— William Dwight McKissic, 
Sr.
Especially since it is Black 
I History Month, I think it is im­
portant to recognize that the his- 
|tory or roots of African- 
Americans have long been buried 
under a mass of European- 
centered thought. This is a his­
tory that most definitely deser­
ves to be recognized and 
celebrated.
Knowing your roots is impor­
tant, because they can affect who 
you are. What concerns me are 
myths about Christianity in the 
role of the Airican-American cul­
ture that are causing many to 
turn toward the Nation of Islam 
in search of their religious roots.
Many African-Americans do 
not think Christianity applies to 
their culture. This is understand­
able; as a whole, the white 
church has not been sensitive to 
issues important to African- 
Americans, especially social is­
sues.
Also, the Christian religion 
has been closely associated with 
the white oppressor during 
slavery. White Protestant slave 
owners and slave traders would 
[justify their actions to themsel­
ves using God’s name.
There is no doubt the name of 
God has been used for intimida­
tion, for separating families, and 
for satisfying selfish desires at 
the cost of human lives. Some of 
the most horrible crimes have 
been committed by those who 
claim to be Christian.
But this is by no means true 
Christianity. The “Christianity” 
of those who use God’s name for 
selfish desires is not the Chris­
tianity of the Bible. Jesus Christ 
did not die for us so that others 
may enslave us. He came to set 
the world free.
I hope atrocities such as 
slavery make you angry. They 
should. However, be angry at the 
sins — the hypocrisy, the misuse 
of the Bible, the hate — don’t be 
mad at the God who never in­
tended for these things to hap­
pen.
You may ask why God didn’t 
prevent it? Because he loves us 
enough to have created us not as 
human robots, but with a free 
will that often results in the 
destruction of ourselves.
Many horrible things have 
been done in the name of 
religion, but what true. Biblical 
Christianity is all about is 
having a relationship with God. 
This does not mean worshiping a 
man, woman, or any set of rules, 
but knowing you can have an 
abundant life on earth and eter­
nal life in heaven through belief 
and faith in God. After all, it is 
this faith that brought African- 
Americans through the trials of 
slavery.
Another reason Christianity 
applies to the African-American 
culture is that Blacks played im­
portant roles in the Bible and in 
establishing the Christian faith.
Noah, the father of all 
mankind after the flood, had a 
son named Ham, who was black. 
He was NOT cursed to be black, 
as some believe. Canaan, one of 
Ham’s four sons, was cursed, but 
the curse had nothing to do with 
the color of his skin and was only 
to last two to three generations.
The race of Ham politically 
and culturally dominated the 
known world from about 4,000 
B.C to about 1,200 B.C. A few of 
the technological contributions of 
the Hamites during this time are 
the Ethiopian and Egyptian 
pyramids, mathematics, running 
water, glass, gears, clocks, and 
the invention of paper.
If Noah’s son Ham was black, 
we know either Noah or his wife 
must have been black. We must 
assume, then, either Adam or 
Eve were black, since Adam was 
ultimately the father of Noah. 
Adam’s name means “reddish 
brown.” If Adam, created in the 
image of God as the first human, 
was black, how could it be said 
Christianity is exclusive of any 
race, especia lly  A frican- 
Americans?
David, Israel’s greatest king, 
and his son. King Solomon, also 
were men of color. They were 
direct descendants of Ham. Both 
wrote parts of the Bible, con­
tributing immensely to the 
Christian faith.
Jesus Christ, who has indis­
putably affected more lives than 
anyone else who ever lived, was 
a mestizo, meaning he had a 
mixed ancestry. It makes sense 
that God, who has no physical 
form, would come to us as a man 
with no single ethnicity.
Many believe that Islam, not 
Christianity, is the natural 
religion of African-Americans. 
There are many reasons why this 
is not true.
First of all, Christ was bom in 
the f i r s t  c e n tu ry  w hile 
Mohammed was bom in the fifth 
century. Blacks were Christians 
and built churches in Africa long 
before Islam existed.
Also, most of Asia and much 
of Africa converted to Islam as a 
result of the Arabic conquest. 
Their conversion was mostly due 
to political and economic pres­
sure. Many Ethiopian Christians 
actually engaged in warfare 
against the Muslims in an at­
tempt to stop the spread of 
Islam.
Black Muslims in America 
should especially be aware of the 
racist past of their religion; Arab 
Muslims were actually the first 
to target Blacks for slavery. 
Many of the Blacks enslaved by 
Muslims converted to Islam be­
cause, according to Islamic law, a 
true Moslem could not hold 
another Moslem in slavery.
Theologically speaking, in 
Islam, man is searching for God, 
while in Christianity God came 
down to search for man. In 
Islam, salvation is through good 
works. In Christianity salvation 
is by grace.
I think African-Americans 
who have turned away from the 
faith of their ancestors should 
reconsider Biblical Christianity.
Mankind will always fail us. 
On this earth, there will always 
be prejudices and injustices. 
Only those of us who take our 
focus off organized religion and 
look to Jesus Christ will find the 
answers to these injustices.
Dawn Sievers is a journalism 
sophomore. ‘Phis is her first 
quarter reporting for Mustang 
Daily.
le tte r s  to  t h e  e d ito r
Paying your share
Did you see Clinton’s speech on the economy (Wednesday, 
Feb. 17)? It was very unfair of you to live all these years 
without paying your fair share of all the wonderful government 
services you are using. We need to get America back to work 
with good jobs at good wages — oops, wrong Democrat — We 
need to help the middle class, who have been working harder 
for less, and the obvious solution is to take more away from 
them. At least as we are writing our bigger checks to Uncle 
Bill, we can rest assured that the rich are paying more — that 
certainly makes our burden easier to bear.
My favorite part of his speech was the graph he put up 
showing the Federal Deficit. It had this huge rise at the end, 
showing the massive increase in Federal Debt over the last 
four years; however, looking at the dates, I noticed that the 
last four years on the graph were after 1997. So, since Bill un­
doubtedly thinks he will be elected again, the graph was show­
ing what he thinks will happen to the deficit in his second 
term. Of course, he forgot to mention all this in his speech.
Tim Gilman 
Civil Engineering
Faith and traffic lights
Brian Leander asks “What the hell is faith?” (letter, Feb. 18) 
and then asserts that faith seems to disregard knowledge 
derived from reason. Here’s another opinion.
Faith is a 100 percent commitment based on less than 100 
percent evidence. Deciding to cross a busy street is a good ex­
ample of this. Y)u check the traffic light (if any) and look for 
oncoming traffic. Y)ur decision to cross is based on your es­
timate of the probability of succès. There will never be 100 per­
cent proof that you will make it across (think of meteors, 
heart-attacks, etc.). But even if the probability is 99 percent, 
you cannot leave 1 percent of yourself back on the curb. You 
must make a 100 percent commitment based on less than 100 
percent evidence.
Crossing the street when most of the evidence is in favor of 
success is what I call “rational faith”: Ihe commitment is in the 
same direction as the evidence. If I estimated the probability of 
success at 5 percent and still tried to cross, or just closed my 
eyes and stepped off the curb, or tried to “cross the street” 
when it was not a street at all but a chasm, that would be irra­
tional faith.
It doesn’t surprise me that Brian equates faith with irra­
tional thought. Even my dictionary defines faith as “unques­
tioning belief.” But if that were true, Christianity would not 
qualify as “faith” at all. Fortunately, at Cal Poly we are en­
couraged to “think critically.” We do not have to have “unques­
tioning faith” even in a dictionary definition — if we have good 
reasons for our disagreement.
As for faith being irrational, think about that the next time 
you are crossing the street.
Nick Brown 
Graduate Student
Letters Policy
Letters to the editor should be typed, less than 250 words and 
include the author's name, phone number and major or 
occupation. Because of space limitations, shorter letters have a 
better chance of appearing in Mustang Daily.
Letters may be edited for length and clarity. Submission does not 
insure publication. Letters should be turned into the letters box in the 
Mustang Daily office, Graphic Arts Building, room 226.
E lectronic Mail
Yes, in an attempt to keep up with technological ad­
vances, Mustang Daily will now accept electronic mail (E-mail) as 
well as manually-typed submissions to the "Letters to the Editor" 
box in the Daily's office. Letters should be addressed to: 
bbailey^rum pet.calpoly.edu 
and can be generated from any AIX account site. Policies which 
apply to standard mail apply to E-mail as well; try to keep it 
under 250 words and include your full name, m ajor and 
current telephone number. Mustang Daily reserves the right 
to edit for length and/or clarity; submission does not insure 
publication.
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PRISON
Go behind bars to the California Men's Colony, where 
some inmates are attempting to better themselves by 
taking classes taught by Cal Poly professors. 
Wednesday, in Insight. Only in Mustang Daily.
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LEARN ABOUT 
LAW SCHOOL
INFORMATIONAL MEETING AND 
ADMISSIONS FAIR
DATE:
PLACE:
LOCATION:
TIME:
Friday, February 26
Cal Poly State University, 
San Luis Obispo
Building 10, Room #206 
11:00 a.ra. -1:00 p.m.
An open discussion allows you to talk to the law school recruiters 
and pick up application forms and literature on their schools.
Participating ABA Approved Law Schools:
California Western University of San Diego.
Gulden Gate University of San Francisco
Gonzaga University Santa Clara
Lewis and Clark Southwestern
McGeorge Whittier
Pepperdine Willamette
Puget Sound
Open to all studenLs and alumni o f colleges and universities in this area.
AEO
Delta Sigma Phi
TONIGHT:
Billiards & Subs @ SLO BALLS 
6-9 PM
W E D N E S D A Y  2 /2 4  @ 6  P M
Trap Shoot & Tri-Tip BBQ
Meet at House at 5:30 PM
Come by the house anytime 
244 California Blvd. 
or Call 543-9818 For rides or info
"Things do not change; we change * ' Henry David Thoreau
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Special Cal Poly Visitor Rates 
1800 Monterey Street 
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Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity
TRI-TIP WITH THE PIKES
Monday, February 22, 7-9 pm —  U.U. Room 220
PIKES, PINS, & POOL
Tuesday, February 23, 7-9 pm — U.U. Games Area
PIZZA PARTY
Wed, February 24, 7-9 pm — Pike House (1716 Osos St.)
SPRING FLING
with the lovely ladies of
KAPPA ALPHA THETA SORORITY
Friday, February 26, 7-10 pm — Monday Club (1815 Monterey St.)
Dress Semi-Formal
SPORTS DAY
Saturday, February 27 — Invite Only
"ONE-ON-ONE"
Sunday, February 28 — Invite Only
FIRESIDE
Monday, March 1 — Invite Only
A Tradition in Mens Fraternity Continues
Mustang  Daily
Academic Senate discusses ‘high-tech’ class
By Amy Hooper
Statt Writer ______________
Tuesday’s Academic Senate 
meeting found faculty members 
discussing experimental methods 
of teaching at Cal Poly.
Three professors reported in­
formation to the Senate from the 
Project DELTA workshop held in 
Sacramento on Jan. 21 and 22.
Project DELTA stands for 
Direct Electronic Learning 
Teaching Alternative.
“It’s an idea or program ... 
that will deliver academic cour­
ses and degree programs using 
an increasing amount of high- 
tech media of various types,” said 
Edward Sullivan, an associate 
professor of civil and environ­
mental engineering.
A workshop overview defined 
the multimedia tools of the 
program, including: computer- 
driven overhead displays, com­
pact discs, text E-mail, E-mail
Project DELTA aspects espoused by Poly professors
“This is angraphics and sound capability, 
computer conferencing, com- 
puter-FAX, two-way video 
teleconferencing, wireless net­
works and modems and interac­
tive community cable.
Sullivan said Project DELTA 
is an initiative of the California 
State University system that 
originated from the CSU Chan­
cellor’s office.
“It is currently in a planning 
phase,” Sullivan said, “We’re 
trying to learn as much as pos­
sible about whether this is a 
good idea or not.”
Sullivan said the CSU Board 
of Trustees will decide in July 
whether to implement the 
program.
The CSU Commission on 
Learning Resources and Instruc­
tional Tbchnology began studying 
the project in July 1992. The
Commission includes Cal Poly 
President Warren Baker and 
Vice President for Academic Af­
fairs Robert Koob.
“Interestingly, our own Presi­
dent Baker is taking over as 
chair of the commission within 
the next month,” Sullivan said.
He said the commission hopes 
to pull in outside funding to 
finance each campus’ proposal 
for implementation. The project 
has received $1.25 million while 
under development.
Sullivan said a number of 
m otivations prompted the 
development of the program.
“There is a strong sense that 
the demographics of the student 
body are changing, making it in­
creasingly difficult for students 
to be all at the same place at the
same time,” he said, 
attempt to reach out and loosen 
the confines of time andup
space.”
Sullivan said other motiva­
tions included the desire f-u 
crease students’ responsibility 
for their own learning and to in­
crease student participation in 
the classroom.
“Perhaps electronic (methods) 
will allow students to participate 
in ways other than raising their 
hands and being on the spot, he 
said.
Social sciences professor 
Donald Floyd said Chico state 
and other CSU campuses have 
already implemented distance 
learning programs.
Accounting professor Charles 
Andrews said Cal State Los An­
geles and Dominguez Hills also
use electronic teaching methods.
“From a technological aspect, 
this campus is as far along as 
any of the others,” Andrews said. 
“We have faculty members on 
this campus who are ahead of 
the technology in what (the other 
campuses are) wanting to do.
“I came away feeling that we 
are among the leaders of the 
pack. We w eren’t behind 
anybody, and we did this in less 
than a year.”
In other business. Academic 
Senate Chair Jack Wilson an­
nounced the Senate’s Executive 
Committee will discuss the 
results of its budget study with 
the Academic Senate on Feb. 23. 
He said the meeting will also in­
clude a discussion about budget 
recommendations for next year 
from the President’s Advisory 
Committee on Budget Resources 
Allocation.
Possible Poly Royal 
solutions discussed
By Liz Weber
Staff Writer
City and university officials 
are beginning to see eye-to-eye 
on the return of Poly Royal.
The Student Community 
Liaison Committee informally
“It is a Cal Poly event, 
and the emphasis really 
should be to focus 
on the campus.”
Peg Pinard, 
SLO Mayor
discussed Poly Royal options and 
solutions at its monthly meeting 
Thursday afternoon.
The SCLC assigned two sub­
committees to research com­
munity response to the pos­
sibility of bringing the formerly 
annual event back.
Hazel Scott, Cal Poly’s vice 
president for Student Affairs, 
said the administration would
support the return of Poly Royal 
only if the university and com­
munity work together.
“There needs to be some kind 
of commitment from .both en­
tities for it to be successful and 
be fair,” Scott said at the meet­
ing. “The administration feels it 
has to be a joint effort because ... 
when the city doesn’t buy into it, 
if difficulties arise, that does 
more harm to community-univer­
sity relations.”
SCLC Chair and ASI Presi­
dent Kristen Burnett agreed.
“In order for it to be on the 
table, there needs to be that com­
munity involvement,” she said.
San Luis Obispo Police Chief 
Jim Gardiner said the two 
groups need to work together so 
the “community doesn’t feel vic­
timized” if problems occur.
Mayor Peg Pinard agreed that 
the community’s involvement is 
important, but she said the 
responsibility for the successful 
return of Poly Royal lies with the 
university.
“It is a Cal Poly event, and the 
emphasis really should be to 
focus on the campus,” she said.
See SCLC, page 8
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STEVE PIERCE/Mustang Dally
This season’s final SESLOC Paper Airplane Toss took place at halftime of Saturday night’s men's 
basketball game. Nine-year-old Cody Burbach of Atascadero won the $150 pot.
Bishop’s Peak possible site for new construction
SLO City Planning Commission to 
consider permit requests on Feb. 24
By Anita Kreile
Staff Writer
Should the city of San Luis 
Obispo issue building permits for 
new houses on Bishop’s Peak — 
land that has been designated as 
open space?
Some Cal Poly students think 
not.
The San Luis Obispo Planning 
Commission met Feb. 10 to 
decide what their recommenda­
tion to the City Council would be 
concerning the pennits, but the 
agenda item
was continued to Feb. 24.
Soil science senior Eric Nicita 
and several other students who 
volunteer time at the Escape 
Route, an on-campus outdoor-ac­
tivities facility, are working to 
convince the commission to deny 
the permits.
If approved, they would allow 
for the construction of three new 
homes in the Bishop’s Peak area, 
with the possibility of a fourth.
Nicita said he hopes to recruit 
more student support for the 
cause.
“They can write letters, sign 
our petition and go to the next 
planning commission meeting,” 
he said.
About 100 signatures of 
people opposed to the project 
have been collected. Nicita said 
he hopes to have another 200 to 
present to the commission at its 
next meeting.
The students were inspired to 
act after Gary Felsman, vice 
chairperson of the Santa Lucia 
chapter of the Sierra Club, spoke 
at an outings meeting.
Felsman told students about 
the continuing struggle to ac­
quire and preserve the chain of 
g r a n i t e  m o r ro s  l o c a te d  
throughout San Luis Obispo 
County.
One of the most visible and 
frequently hiked morros is 
Bishops Peak, located at the end 
of Highland Drive, flanked by 
Foothill Blvd., O’Connor Way 
and Highway 1.
Despite attempts tp protect 
B i s h o p s  P e a k ,  s e v e r a l  
bureaucratic moves have left it 
vulnerable to development.
The land being considered by 
the planning commission isn’t 
the only parcel in limbo.
Another 100 acres encompass­
ing the top of the jaeak have been 
opened to the possibility of 
development by various public 
agencies. The 100 acres that are 
attached to a larger parcel bor­
dering O’Connor Way were 
donated for the purpjoses of 
preservation by the Gnesa family 
as part of a sale agreement in 
1977.
The State Parks Foundation 
failed to survey the line of 
demarcation for the 100 acres, 
and as a result, the split was 
never legally recognized.
Although the current property 
owner, John King, has attempted 
to transfer the title of the 100 
acres, it isn’t binding without a 
survey.
Meanwhile, the scenario that 
led to the current controversy 
was unfolding.
In the mid-1970s, Ferrini 
Development Corporation re­
quested the city annex property 
at the end of Highland Drive to 
aid Ferrini in developing 51 lots. 
As part of the deal, Ferrini 
agreed to designate 143 acres on 
Bishop’s Peak as open space.
As part of the agreement, Fer-
rini wanted the city to grant him 
an “open space easement excep­
tion area.” The exception would 
allow him to return to the city to 
request four building permits at 
a later date.
Glen Matteson, the planner 
assigned to the current project 
for the purpose of making a staff 
recommendations, said the 
agreement was an unprece­
dented move in the city’s history.
“I certainly hope they never 
do it again,” he said. “My impres­
sion is that (the exception clause) 
was a deal-breaker and rather 
than let the whole thing fall 
through they agreed to the ex­
ception.”
The San Luis Obispo citizenry 
voted against the annexation and 
development in 1978.
Known as Measure G, the 
vote was later deemed uncon­
stitutional by the Second District 
Court of Appeals in 1984. At that 
point the annexation went back 
to the planning commission and 
was approved.
Now, John Rosetti wants to 
purchase the open space from 
Ferrini, provided he can take ad­
vantage of the exception by 
building three houses and retain­
ing the option for a fourth.
“I don’t know why we’re con­
sidering issuing permits if we’ve 
already called it open space,” 
Matteson said.
According to the agreement, 
the only under obligation to 
grant the permits.
The staff report recommends 
the permits be issued with 
mitigations, which include secur­
ing permanent access for hikers, 
eliminating the option for a four­
th dwelling, improving emergen­
cy vehicle access and other con­
siderations.
Felsman said he hopes the 
commission will exercise its right 
to deny development. He said un­
less it takes action to acquire the 
development rights, the requests 
can continue to be filed, he said.
Felsman agreed people need 
to let the city know they think 
acquisition of open space is a 
worthwhile expenditure. He com­
pared the current situation to 
offshore oil drilling applications.
“It’s just like what happened 
to Santa Barbara,” Felsman said. 
“You wait long enough and keep 
coming back and finally you get a 
different guy and a different 
vote.”
Felsman said the city could 
move to include the site in the 
open space element of the 
General Plan.
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Mustang Daily.
So good you might want 
7,000 copies for yourself.
Mustang Daily is the only
publication run on campus,
completely by students in the
entire universe. It comes out
on and off campus Monday
through Friday — barring
circumstances beyond its
control. The Daily offers a
plethora of articles lor your
reading pleasure including
arts and entertainment,
sports, opinion and news. To
advertise in Mustang Daily,
contact one o f our advertis-
ing representatives at 756-
1143 or FAX 756-6784.
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From page 6
Everyone at the meeting 
agreed Poly Royal was important 
to both the university and the 
community, and hoped it could 
return.
“I think if we can take care of 
the problems, then I think 
everybody would be behind it,” 
said County Supervisor David 
Blakely.
City Council member Allen 
Settle said SCLC is where the 
problems should be addressed 
and answered.
“It’s ju st a question of 
methodology and how that’s 
worked out,” he said. “I think 
(that) is a natural function of 
this committee.”
Scott said Poly Royal was 
originally a recruiting event, 
that allowed each of the colleges 
to “show off their wares,” but 
said it grew out of proportion.
“From that mode, it developed
and grew ... until it became a 
problem,” she said. “The purpose 
got hidden in all the other things 
that we tried to accomplish.”
Gardiner agreed that Poly 
Royal had lost its purpose and 
became more of a “Party Royal,”
Cal Poly President Warren 
Baker canceled Poly Royal only 
days after April 1990’s event was 
marred by clashes between 
drunken students and police.
Gardiner said the “big 
blowout” of 1990 may have 
stopped the “string” of increas­
ingly larger parties that had 
come to characterize recent Poly 
Royals. He said the downtime 
since the cancellation of the 
event might allow it to return 
without any major problems.
Scott suggested sending in­
vitations only to students who 
have been admitted to Cal Poly 
instead of advertising Poly Royal 
at high schools throughout the 
state.
From page 3
people that walk on it every 
day,” Madonna said.
“It’s okay most of the time,” 
he said, adding that most people 
appreciate the mountain and 
usually behave themselves.
H o w e v e r ,  some h a v e  
destroyed fences and gate and 
endangered animals.
“When the fences are torn 
down the cattle get mixed-up,” 
Madonna said.
Kraig Sayler, Madonna’s 
ranch manager for the past five 
years, said, “We don’t like the 
vandalism and the total lack of 
respect for the land,”
Some local residents harbor 
their own feelings of resentment 
toward Madonna’s control of the 
mountain.
“San Luis Obispo Peak...and 
the rest of our peaks belong to 
the citizens of San Luis Obispo 
County,” said Richard Krejsa, a 
Cal Poly biological science profes­
Monday
Feb 22
Audience Participation
Incredible illusions
7:00 PM
Chumash
Tickets $4
Kids under 12 $2
ASI Special Events
A Division of ASI Program Board
Í 0
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W e stttn  and Rock fram  8 :30p in  to  2 :0 0 a iii ^  |
FREE DANCE LESSONS START AT 8:40
sor and former San Luis Obispo 
County Supervisor.
Political science senior Wil­
liam Wade Howard said that San 
Luis Obispo Peak “was there 
long before Alex Madonna was 
there, so I feel that it is public 
domain.”
Howard is one of the many 
students who enjoys mountain 
biking there.
Scot Gorbet, a graphic com­
munications senior and clerk 
manager with ASI Outings, said 
he enjoys hiking on the peak, ad­
ding that the trespassing aspect 
does not bother him because, “it 
doesn’t seem to bother anyone 
else.”
“I like hanging out on the top 
with friends and checking out 
the view. The sunsets there are 
spectacular,” Gorbet said.
Gorbet also said he enjoys 
camping on the mountain.
“There’s a big wooden stage 
on top that we sleep on. It 
something different to do, and b 
nice place to get away,” he said.
Sgt. Ben Hall, a watch com 
mander with the San Lui* 
Obispo Sheriffs Department fo 
17 years, said he does not con 
pletely agree with Gorbet’ 
reasoning.
Hall said that to the best of 
his knowledge no one has bee’ 
punished for trespassing on th- 
mountain, but he plans on er 
forcing laws in the future with 
regard to vandalism, destruction, 
fires, leaving gates open, etc.
“It’s Madonna’s mountain ar 
it’s his decision to keep it 
enclosed...people need to respe ' 
that,” he said. “Besides the leg. 
aspect, there is an ethical and 
moral aspect. \bu have to havo 
respect for other people’s proper 
ty.”
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From page 1
“scratch” opened a window into 
her bathroom. She added that 
the hole in the wall behind it was 
a foot in diameter.
“You just wouldn’t think that 
a neighbor would do that. It just 
wouldn’t occur to you,” she said. 
“I’m very angry and hurt at what 
happened. He’s a sick person and 
he needs help.”
Huckell said he immediately 
regretted altering the mirror and 
bought a new one to replace it 
later that day.
Huckell said he delayed in 
fixing his neighbors’ mirror be­
cause he wanted to repair the 
wall and mirror at the same 
time. Having no money for 
repairs at the time, he said he 
had to wait three weeks for a 
chance to get putty and tools 
from his parents’ home in Los 
Gatos.
He admitted, however, that it 
would have been easy to trade 
mirrors with the women, cutting 
off his access until repairs could 
be made.
“If I had only done it a few 
days earlier,” he said, “none of 
this would have happened.”
The woman said that a Kris 
Kar employee bought and 
replaced the mirror.
Although the hole was there
for two Weeks before its alleged 
purpose was discovered, the 
woman said she is sure of only 
one instance where someone was 
spied on.
According to Huckell, it was 
Jan. 27 before he took his mirror 
down again. He was preparing to 
start the repairs, which he was 
planning on completing after he 
returned from home the next 
week. But while the mirror was 
down, he could not resist the 
temptation to look, he said.
“It was just curiosity,” he said. 
“When the mirror was down, it 
was just too easy.”
Huckell said it was the only 
time he looked through the mir­
ror. He said he saw one of the 
women, who was fully dressed, 
curling her hair.
The woman said police told 
her of a time when he watched 
her get in and out of the shower.
A friend of Huckell’s told the 
women about the hole on Jan. 
30. The women then called the 
police, who investigated and filed 
a report with the district attor­
ney’s office.
Huckell originally was inves­
tigated for peeping into an oc­
cupied dwelling, but the charge 
was dropped due to a tech­
nicality specifying that the 
See MIRROR, page 11
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way mirror — who took the 
newspapers.
“We kind of joked about it on 
Thursday when we found out 
that he had said something to 
the reporter about taking the 
newspapers if the story ran,” 
Hartlaub said. “But none of us 
took it that seriously.”
Huckell could not be reached 
Sunday for response to the ac­
c u s a t i o n s  made  by the  
newspaper’s editors. However, he 
was quoted in the weekend edi­
tion of the San Luis Obisp>o 
County Telegram-Tribune as 
saying: “I pleaded with him not 
to write the story.”
Huckell did not comment in 
the article about whether he is 
responsible for the missing 
newspapers.
Additionally, the story said 
Huckell’s life has been “turned 
upside-down” by the incident. He 
told the Telegram-Tribune that 
friends shun him, strangers yell 
at him in bars and someone left a 
nasty message on his answering 
machine.
Mustang Daily News Editor 
John Hubbell said Huckell 
threatened the Daily with a law­
suit and begged him not to run 
the story. But, Hubbell said, 
Huckell never let on to him that
he would take the newspapers.
“I think it’s highly likely that 
he did it,” Hubbell said. “He 
C6illed me once on Wednesday 
and begged me not to run the 
story. He said it would ruin his 
life. I told him he should have 
thought of that before he looked 
through the hole.
“The newspaper was following 
the regular standards of crime 
reporting. There has been a com­
plaint filed, the D.A. has charged 
him and he’s set to be arraigned 
Tuesday. We gave this story no 
special attention.”
Har t laub said he first 
suspected something was wrong 
with the newspapers when he 
went to his 8 a.m. class and no 
one was reading Friday’s edition.
“By 11 o’clock. I’d say I had 
checked 12 to 15 racks and there 
were only two with newspapers 
still in them — down in the 
Agriculture Building and one of 
the racks in the U.U.,” he said. “I 
also found out later that the ones 
at the Snack Bar had not been 
tampered with.”
Some of the newspapers’ 
editors and reporters were able 
to d i s t r i bu t e  about  500 
newspapers that had been left 
over from the paper’s first press 
run, Hubbell said. However, he 
described the amount as “just a
THEFT
From page 1
the dollar value associated 
with the thefts. But they noted 
. Friday that several thousand 
 ^ dollars in cash, jewelry and 
electronic equipment have all 
been stolen from local businesses 
, by burglars entering from roof­
tops.
Armed with search warrants, 
police found property in Wyble’s 
apartment which had been stolen 
during the burglaries. They also 
found equipment suspected to 
have been used to commit the 
• burglaries.
After leaving Wyble’s apart- 
\  ment, police went to 611 Briz-
zolara St., Apt. G, looking for a 
third theft suspect. While at that 
apartment, police found three 
other San Luis Obispo residents 
under the influence of metham- 
phetamine. Police also found the 
homemade machine gun in the 
Brizzolara Street apartment.
Douglas J  Dorner, 21, Stacia 
A. Lamarch, 22, and Jason Platz, 
19, were all arrested and charged 
with possession of a machine 
gun, conspiracy to sell a machine 
gun and possession of an illegal 
substance. Dorner also was 
charged with having metham- 
phetamine for sale.
After the arrests of all of
those present in the Brizzolara 
apartment, police went to Atas­
cadero and arrested 19-year-old 
Lloyd Hatfield, and charged him 
with manufacturing and selling 
the machine gun.
Hatfield has posted bail, but 
all of the others remain in San 
Luis Obispo County Jail. A 
$9,000 bail has been set for 
Dorner, Lamarch and Platz. No 
bail has been set for Wyble or 
Koenig.
Police said their biggest con­
cern about the burglaries is the 
level of sophistication displayed 
bv the thieves.
“They committed all the
burglaries around 3 in the morn­
ing, so no employees of the busi­
nesses would be present and 
there would be no witnesses,” 
said Detective Vic Nunez.
“They used scanners and 
walkie-talkies to monitor police 
activity,” Gardiner added. “They 
are all highly intelligent. It’s 
scary to think that we have 
criminals who are monitoring 
police calls, using narcotics and 
who have automatic weapons — 
machine guns — for sale on the 
streets of San Luis.”
None of those arrested are 
students at either Cal Poly or 
Cuesta College, police said.
drop in the bucket” compared to 
what was missing.
Although Hartlaub said he in­
tends to press charges against 
whoever stole the newspapers, 
he said he is most angry about 
readers being kept from Friday’s 
news.
“It really angers me because a 
lot of people put a lot of time and 
effort into that paper,” he said. 
“This gu)^s made some mistakes 
and it seems he’s ready to blame 
everybody but himself.”
Thking the newspapers is tan­
tamount to suppressing First 
Amendment rights, Hartlaub 
said.
“I think this is a serious act,” 
he said. “... I think we should 
treat it like a terrorist situation. 
The United States has a policy — 
and I think it’s a good policy — 
not to give in to threats. In the 
same respect, I feel, personally, 
that (Huckell) did it. But as a 
newspaper person. I’m convinced 
that someone tried to suppress 
our paper, so every news article 
that was in that news section 
will rerun (today).”
In addition to news not get­
ting out on Friday, advertisers 
may not have reached as many 
paeons. But Mustang Daily 
Business Manager A.J. Schuer- 
mann said he has not received 
any complaints.
Although it did not get out in 
the volume it was intended, the 
newspaper did get out, Schuer- 
mann said.
“I think the advertisers are 
confident that they get good 
response from their ads, so I 
don’t anticipate any problems,” 
he said.
The newspaper is distributed 
to more than 50 locations around 
town, and for that reason, 
Schuermann said he thinks ad­
vertisers will still be happy.
“I see it as a temporary loss 
for the readers,” he said. “But 
I’m not angry alx)ut it. There are 
more pressing issues to deal 
with. We need to all move on and 
let bygones be bygones.”
K i r k p a t r i c k
A N D
B o s w e l l L -
P E R S O N A L  IN JU R Y  M E D IC A L  M A L P R A C T IC E
Accidents:
Autom obile
Motorcycle
Boating
Pedestrian
Railroad
Misdiagnosis 
Hospital Negligence
C r im in a l  D e f e n s e  
W r o n g f u l  d e a t h
Mark R Boswell- B.ED. M.A. J.D .- I\>ly Paralegal Instructor 
Richard Kirkpatrick- Retired SLO Superior Court Judge
Free Initial Consultation Jif¡¿^sÍnLuh ouspo
Are you interested 
in becoming a 
Resident Advisor 
for the 1993-94 
Academic Year?
If so, please attend 
one of these 
information sessions. 
Applications will 
be available there!
Wednesday Feb 24
7pm  - Sierra Madre
For further information, contact the Department of 
Residential Life and Educafa'on at 756-1226
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Woodstock’s: 
The Best for Less
Compare Woodstock’s prices and quality to any 
other pizzaria and you’ll find we offer more for 
less. That's value. Check it out; you’ll see why 
we’re number one!
S tu ^ n t  Discounts!
R esident Hall VIP Discount Starving Student Special 
Med. 12" l-tmjping Pizza LARGE 16" Pepperoni or
and 2 LARGE drinks $7®* 'Shroom Pizza $8®*
Just show your meal card! Just show your ID card!
Hot Quality, Cool Pricel
i m s —
Prices 
on Mon. 
&Tucs.
Flvin’ FREE Delive 
Good-Time Dining 
Quick Pick-Up
219 G St.
S un*Thur: 
I lam -lam  
F r i-S .L  
1 tam-2am
^57-2525
Jan. Monthly Special: 
2pcr Bowl Winner
2 Medium 12" 1-topping
Pizzas only $10»
LARGE
16"
3'topping 
Pizza
LARGE 
16" Pizza
(except plain cheese
MEDIUM 
12" Pizza
{except plain cheese)
$2.50
lO O O H i ^ c r a  
5 4 1 '"4 4 2 0
Not good with other ofiem; one coupon per 
L ^  ^  ^
1000 Higuera 
541-4420
Not good with other offersi one coupon per 
pizza; exp
1000 Higuera 
5414420
Hot good wirh"OtheF crffere; one coupon pet 
pftza; exp 3/8/93
•ONt OF THE BEST TIMES YOU’RE GOING 
TO HAVE AT A MOVIE THIS YEAR."
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K ev in  Wh it n e y  
Costner Houston
„Iflr I
Bodyguard  I
DKNZEL WASMI.N(;T()N
Malcolm X
•KIVKTl.Níi.
1.T U I - T I N G .
.Spike i^rt ho» d4tnc lU 
One riF the heM filmi 
Ili the yetr’"
taB^K*ik«L.TV
TWO THUMBS UP, WAY UP!
A itrttt nim. like 'l.iwrrnce of 
Anbii' "
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FILM & i
ROCK 
POSTER
\ SALE
AMERICAN & FOREIGN 
MOVIE POSTERS
ROCK POSTERS
PHOTOS & POSTCARDS
SCRIPTS
FEBRUARY  
22-26
EIG^rral 
Bcx>kstore
& A  ^
m S a n  L u i s  O b i s p o 'A t h l e t i c  C l u b
*
A Licensee of Gold's Gym Enterprises, Inc.
*Join with a friend and SAVE on the 
enrollment fee for our continual membership plan.
FOR
3546 S. Higuera 
541-5180
Theta Chi Fraternity
Spring Rush 1993
"Lose Your Confusion"
IFC Rush Events * February 22-28
Monday, 5-7 pm - Pizza, Bowling, and Pool, UU Games Area 
Wednesday, 8 pm - Exotic Bachelor Parly at the House 
Thursday, 6-8 pm - Hot Wings and House tours 
Saturday, 6 pm - Spaghetti dinner with the Brothers at the House 
Sunday - Interviews by appointment at the House
Theta Chi house at 844 Upham St. Call 543-9784 for info or rides.
Lambda Chi Alpha
SPRING RUSH '93
Tonight! With Alpha Phi Sorority
Mexican Fiesta . .
Come feast on authentic Mexican cuisine 
with good company 
5 pm - 1617 Santa Rosa (AXA House)
Tues 2/23 Comedian & Sub Sandwiches
7:00pm - Snack Bar (on Campus)
Wed 2/24 Tri-Tip BBQ Dinner
6:00pm - 1617 Santa Rosa(AXA house) 
Thurs 2/25 Smoker/Slide Show & Hors d'Oeuvres 
7:00pm - Snack Bar(on Campus)
Sat 2/27 Casual Night
_________ 5:00pm - 1617 Santa Rosa(AXA house)
S t o p  b y  t h e  h o u s e  a n y t i m e  
1 6 1 7  S a n t a  R o s a  
F o r  in f o r m a t io n  o r  r id e .  C a l l  
R o b b i e  P i e t s e n  5 4 7 - 1 6 6 2
The fraternity world has changed!
Every year the newspapers are loaded with 
tales of fraternal mishaps.
The time for change is at hand!
Alpha Epsilon Pi has risen to that challenge. 
Our Brotherhood emphasizes social activities 
with social responsibility.
Ski trips, Barbeques, Athletics, Camping trips, 
Date Parties...
Experience this new brand of brotherhood.
ALPHA EPSILON PI
THE CUTTING EDGE OF 
SOCIAL EVOLUTION 
SPRING RUSH 1993
Mon. Feb. 22: Bar-B-Q with a Band. 6:00 Not 
just good eatin', good entertainment 
Wed. Feb. 24: Thanksgiving in February. 6:00 
Just because its good food.
Fri. Feb. 26: Vegas Night. 8:00 Live with Telly 
Savalas. (all within the law)
ALL EVENTS AT 286 CALIFORNIA BLVD. 
For info or rides call 541 -3457 or 541 -4899
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defendant must have been on the 
victim’s property when the in­
vasion occurred. Since Huckell 
attempted to view the women 
from his side of the wall, the 
charge is inapplicable.
Huckell’s actions left the 
neighbors upset.
“I was extremely shocked and 
hurt and started crying right 
away because I felt very vio­
lated,” the woman said. “No one 
deserves to have their body 
looked at like that — like the way 
he did.”
In a letter Huckell wrote to 
the women, he said he knew he 
was wrong and that he was 
sorry. He also explained that his 
mirror was only down for five 
days, three of which he spent out 
of town.
“W hether or not th a t’s true , i t  
doesn’t  m a tte r how m any days 
(the m irro r) was down,” said 
H u c k e ll’s neighbor, who has  
moved out since the incident oc­
curred. “And it doesn’t matter 
whether he touched us or not. 
It’s still a violation of your body.
“I feel like regardless of 
whether it (the removal of the 
mirror) is five days or three 
weeks, the damage has been
done,” she added. “It doesn’t 
change what he did.”
When asked if he understood 
his neighbor’s feelings, Huckell 
said he “hadn’t given it a lot of 
thought.”
B e g i n  T h i s  L e n t e n  S e a s o n  w i t h  a n
HJednesday
Observance
Prayer Services with distribution of 
ashes at 9:15 AM and 12:15 PM 
Ash Wednesday Mass with 
distribution of ashes at 5:15 PM
Wednesday February 24, 1993 at
The Newman Catholic Center
(located across from the Cal Poly Health Center)
Call 543-4105 for more info
EAE
S i g m a  A l p h a  E p s i l o n
Schedule of Events
Mon.: Slides & Subs 
7:00 pm-420 Hathway 
Wed: Rack-n-Roll 
7:00 pm-UU Games Area 
Thr. Tri-Tip Dinner 
5:00 pm-WOW Lawn 
Sat.: Sports Day 
10:30 am-Cuesta Park 
Sun: Interviews 
Mon: Smoker 
Invite Only 
For Rides & Info Call 
Brian Diggers at 544-8062
C ia ssifieD
^Cam pus,Clubs  
$1000 AN HOUR
Each member of your fral, 
sorority, team, efub, etc. 
pitches in just one hour 
and your group can raise 
$1000 in just a few days!
Plus a chance 
to earn $1000 
for yourself!
No co^. No obiigation. 
1-800-932-0528, ext. 65
AVIATION CLUB
TRiPS-FLYING-PEOPLE-FUN 
Mon. 2/20 6;00 Giph.Arts Rm304
MOTORCYCLISTS
Penguins Motorcycie Ciub Meets 
tonight. Ride into New 
Members welcome. 33-457 8pm
VINES TO WINE
General Meeting Tues. Feb. 23 
at 7:30 in Bldg. 10 room 206
WHEELMEN 
BIKE FIX 2-25
FOR $5 BONES LET THE WHEELMEN 
BABY YOUR BIKE!
10-2PM IN THE UU
Announcements 
BEST BUDDIES
BE A FRIEND TO A PERSON WITH A 
DISABILITY. OWN HOURS. STIPENDS 
COVER COSTS. 542-9219 MARGARET
CAREER HUNTING?
Thurs. 2/25, 11:04, U.U. 220 
GUEST PANEL 
‘ Profitable Careers 
in the Nonprofit Sector* 
HANDOUTS - INFO TABLE - Q & A
CAREER SERVICES PEER ADVISORS 
PROGRAM STARTING FALL INFO 
SESSION 2/24 BLDG 124 5-6PM
A zn
Delta Sigma Pi
Coed Professional 
Business Fraternity 
Spring Recruiting '93 
Mon. 2/22 Mocktails
Location TBA 7:30pm 
Wed. 2/24 Professional Spkr 
Bldg 26-104 7:30pm 
Fri. 2/26 Rap Session
UU Plaza 4:30pm 
Theme Parly 
Location TBA 9:00pm 
For into, please call 
Sr. VP Lorelei DIchosa 541-5615
Announcements
Frisbee Golf 
Tournament
Saturday, Feb 20, Noon 
On-Campus Course 
$2, Register at Ree Sports 
For more Info call 756-1366
GIVE LIFE. 
GIVE BLOOD.
Cal Poly Blood Drive 
Thursday. February 25, 9am-2pm 
Bloodmoblle in front of 
Mott Gym
GMAT GRE LSAT 
TEST PREP!
CALL THE PRINCETON REVIEW ANY 
TIME AT 995-0176 IN CAYUCOS.
OVER THE LINE 
TOURNAMENT
Saturday Feb. 27 
$9 per team
Sign up at Ree Sports Ottice 
by Friday, February 26 05P M  
For more Into call 756-1366
4>Ae
Mon BBQ OA0 House 6pm 
Tues Slide Show Sand. Plant 6pm 
Wed Ice Cream wlh A<^Od»A0-7pm 
Fri HyprrolisI 4>A0 House 6pm 
Sat Casirx) Night <I>A6 House 6pm 
Sun Interviews <PA0 House 6pm
TKE RUSH
MON TRI-TIP BBQ 3:00 MOTT GYM 
TUE PIZZA BOWL 9:00 UU LANES 
WED OSOS STREET SUBS 7;00 
FRI CHILI PEPPERS 8:00 
SAT SPORTS DAY 12:00 CUESTA 
FOR RIDES CALL 547-0138
■'W- Greek
KZ RUSH
Mon Feb 22 Pizza feed 
at Woodstocks 6:30pm 
Tue Feb 23 Tri-Tip BBQ across 
from Sandwich Plant 5:30pm 
Fri Fab 26 PROGRESSIVE PARTY 
410 N Chorro 8;00pm 
Sat Feb 27 Softball w/ AOn 
Santa Rosa PaiX 
Mon Mar 1 Preferential Dinner 
Invite Only
For Into call 547-1351
OKA RUSH
TRI-TIP WITH 
THE PIKES
TONIGHT- UU Rm 220 O 7:00 pm
Greek News
EAE RUSH
MON 2/22 SLIDES AND SUBS 
7:00PM ZAE HOUSE 420 HATHWAY 
WED 2/24 RACK-N-ROLL 
7;00PM @ THE UU GAMES AREA 
THURS 2/25 TRI-TIP DINNER 
5:00PM ON THE WOW LAWN 
SAT 2/27 SPORTS DAY 
10:30AM 0  CUESTA PARK 
SUN 2/28 INTERVIEWS, TIMES TBA 
MON 3/1 SMOKER-INVITE ONLY
0X RUSH
MONDAY PIZZA, BOWLING & POOL 
5-7 pm at UU Games area 
|WED EXOTIC BACHELOR PARTY 
8 pm at the house 
THURS HOT WINGS & HOUSE TOURS 
6-8 pm at the house 
ISAT 2/25 SPAGHETTI DINNER with 
the bro's 6 pm at the house 
0 X  house: 844 Upham st.
Call 543-9784 for kifo/rldes
RUSH ZX
MON 2-22, SIGSASUBS, OSOS ST SUB 
1060 OSOS ST 7:00PM 
TUES 2-23, FIGHT NIGHT & PIZZA, LX 
HOUSE. 1236 MONTE VISTA, 6:00PM
RUSH ZOE
TUE FEB 23 TRI TIP BARBECUE 
6:00 SIG EP HOUSE 280 CALIFORNIA 
WED FEB 24 MEET THE MEN OF I<I)E 
7:00 BISHOPS LOUNGE CAL POLY UU 
FRI FEB 26 SIG EP DANCE PARTY 
5:00 SIG EP HOUSE 280 CALIFORNIA 
SAT FEB 27 COLLEGE HOOPS DAY 
ALL DAY lO E  HOUSE 280CALIFORNIA 
MON MAR 1 SIG EP SMOKER 
INVITE ONLY
Alpha Phi Spring Rush 
Feb 27, Feb 28. Mar 1 
Sign up in the U.U. - Thurs. Feb 25 
12-2pm
ZN RUSH
Lasagna Feeid 
SLO VETS HALL 
801 Granid Ave 
6:30
INFO:PETE 0  543-4157
Wanted to Buy-FORMALS and SEMI 
FORMALS. All sizes, good cond­
ition. 544-3596 ava, wkand
^ : S e r v i c e s p - : ^ F ^  ^
ALPHA CRISIS PREGNAfklY CENTER 
24 HOUR LIFELINE 541-3367 
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING 
________ FRENO  FOR LIFE"
MAC TIME FOR RENT. MCI 20/425, 
19‘ ACCEL. COL. MONITOR. PM. FH, 
WP. WORD, MUCH MORE SOFTWARE. 
SYQUEST 44. CD/ROM, FAX/MODEM. 
$14 PER HOUR. STUDENTS $12. 
AVAIL. MOST EVES. CALL SCOTT. 
772-7094
TEST ANXIETY?
Test at your highest potential, 
calmly & easily with hypnosis. 
R ectal rates for studerrts. 
Rhonda Norton, Certified 
Hypnotherapist 543-5529
Word Processing
LOW-RATE LOCAL WORD-PROCESSING 
GREAT FONTS! CALL MARY 481-5143
Master's Theses, Sr. projs, resumes, 
etc. Laser printer. 549-8966 • Laura
R&R WORD PROCESSING,(Rona) 
17YRS EXP.LASER PRINTER,544-2591
Opportunities
•CAUTION: Make no investments before 
investigating advertisements in 
Opportunities which require 
Investments in stock sarnples, 
equipment or cash borrds.
CRUISE SHIP HIRING - Earn 
2,000Wmonth. Summer arKt Carter 
employment available. No experience 
necessary. For program call 
1-206-634-0468 exl.C6005
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT- Make 
money teaching basic conversational 
English abroad. Japan and Taiwan. 
Many provide room & board + other 
benefits! Make $2,000-$4,000> per 
month. No previous training or 
teachirrg certificate required.
For employmenl program call: 
(206)632-1146 ext. J6005
'^^ 'Em pioym ent
CHILDCARE/HOUSEKEEPER. MIN 15 
HRS/WK, REQUIRED HRS: 6AM-7AM, 
OTHER HRS CAN BE ARRANGED. 
TAKE KIDS TO SCHOOL. HOURLY 
RATE NEGOTIABLE. REFERENCES 
REQUIRED. ARROYO GRANDE AREA. 
481-6135. LEAVE MESSAGE.
DAY CAMP seving Conejo & San 
Femarxlo Valleys seeks caring. 
tiierK^ people for summer 
staff. General counselors &
special Instructors for nature, 
gym,horseback riding.music 
crafts, swimming arxl more. 
Great Place!!! 818-706-8255
SALES/MERCHANDISER-P ART-TIME 
Major toy company seeking to 
hire merch. on Central Coast. 
Flexible hours. Dependable car 
a must. Car expenses paid 
Call Erin Simpson: 310-981-5346
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Spriny/bummer Mgml Internships: 
25 students needed to fill 
brarKh mgr. positions. Duties- 
IntarVtewkig, advertising, 
marketing, sales, training 
employees, cusi. relations, 
accig. & operations mgmt. Avg. 
samings $7k> for summer wAop 
interns having oppor. to earn 
$40-60k/yr after graduation in 
regional maw positions. Appl.
madllne: 3/5/93. For more 
info call Student Works Corp- 
1-800-394-6000 or 545-0811.
SUMMER MGMT. INTERNSHIPS 
Most positions IHIed by Feb. 
Gain val. exp. managing 6-8 
employees, customers, and 
suppliers. Avg. earnings 
6-16,000+. Call 
“University Painting Pros’ 
Into/appl. C al 800-525-5877.
For Sale
Guitar Amp
40 watts gri cond. with cord 
$120 call STEVE P 549-8044
GUNS N ROSES
AUTOGRAPHED PLATINUM ALBUM 
ONE OF A KINO BEST OFFER 
CALL MIKE AT 547-1533
Roommates
FEM.OWN ROOMS 2 AVBL. $1954205 
PER MONTH 547-1453 NO SMOKE
Female Roommate
Wanted as soon as possible Share 
room Carhill condos 541-3707
Female. Own room in beautiful 
house near Poly. $300 541-9313
NEED FEM. ROOMMATE SPR QUART 
OWN ROOM W / PATIO, 1 MIN WALK 
TO POLY. A MUST SEE! 545-5936
OWN RM FEMALE
290 + DEP LRG 3BR CONDO MARCH 20 
W/D 2.5 BATH 543^867 LV MSG
OWN ROOM WITH 1/2BATH 5 MIN FROM 
CAMPUS 280/MO AVAIL. 3-1
OWN STUDIO TYPE ROOM NEAR POLY 
AVAIL SPRG QTR $300 NEG. 
WASH/DRY. CALL STEVE 544-2530
Room For Rent spring Ouarler 
285 mo. plus utilities wash&dry 
3 other guys C a l Steve 544-5356
ROOM FOR RENT .
OWN ROOM $333 PER MONTH 
CLOSE TO POLY/DOWNTOWN 
AVAILABLE MAR 1 DAVE 543-7518
SPRING SUBLET
STUDIO VERY CHEAP CALL 549-8102
Rental Housing,
RM 4 RENT 
CHEAP-NEGOTIABLE 
CALL COLLECT AJ 714-552-6262
Homes for Sale
FOR A FREE LIST OF HOUSES & 
CONDOS FOR SALE IN SLO, CALL 
STEVE NELSON 543-8370 
Farrell Smyth R/E
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O liver’s trey sends seniors out winners
Poly comes back to upset second- 
place Riverside and post 80-79 win
By Kevin Bolinger
Staff Writer ___  _
Saturday night’s game was billed as a 
farewell to the seniors.
And for Bubba Burrage and Greg Paul­
son, there’s no better way to cap off their 
home career than with a monster upset- 
win.
Proving that when you’re down you’re 
not out, Jeff Oliver nailed a three-pointer 
with 28 seconds left to give the Cal Poly 
men’s basketball team a come-from-be- 
hind, 80-79 win over 16th-ranked UC 
Riverside.
The victory moves the Mustangs’ 
record to 3-10 in California Collegiate 
Athletic Association play and 9-16 overall. 
Riverside drops to 9-4 in the CCAA and 
18-7 overall.
Friday night. Cal Poly pushed Cal 
State San Bernardino to overtime before 
bowing to the Coyotes, 97-85.
But the highlight was Saturday, where 
the Mustangs built on Friday’s strong 
performance to put together a solid effort 
on both sides of the floor.
“This was a real team effort,” Paulson 
said. “Everybody was focused to come out 
here and finish the season in front of the 
home crowd with a win.”
The 615 spectators at Mott G)mi were 
quite appreciative, watching all nine 
Mustang players contribute.
Oliver led Cal Poly with 25 points, five 
rebounds and seven assists. Burrage 
chipped in with 21 points and 11 boards, 
while Matt Clawson added 11 points and 
10 rebounds.
“It’s real nice to get the win,” Mustang 
coach Steve Beason said. “We’ve worked 
hard all year long. It’s good to see the 
fniits of your labor.”
The win was especially sweet since the 
Highlanders handed Cal Pbly a 38-point 
loss at Riverside six weeks ago, the 
largest margin of defeat for the Mustangs 
this season.
“It felt good to come back (after the ini­
tial loss),” Burrage said. “We knew we 
could play with them.”
It looked as if Cal Poly would be 
headed for trouble as Riverside opened up 
a nine point lead with 11 minutes to go.
But Kyle Ellis caught fire, scoring 
eight straight points with two three- 
pointers and a 19-foot pull-up jumper to 
get the Mustangs back in it.
Prom then on, it was a seesaw affair 
with seven lead changes taking place in 
the last eight minutes -  none being bigger 
than the final change on Oliver’s trey.
“That’s a big bucket,” Beason said. “He 
just stepped up and knocked it down.”
On Friday night, the Mustangs put 
together another comeback and took the 
Coyotes into overtime in front of 865 at 
Mott Gym.
Down by as many as 15 with 12 
minutes left. Cal Poly used pressure 
defense to put together a 16-5 run and 
close the gap to 75-71 with 2:41 to go.
Later, with 30 seconds left and behind 
by five, Oliver hit a three-pointer and 
then stole the in-bounds pass to set up 
some last-second senior heroics.
After a timeout, the Mustangs in- 
bounded the ball to Oliver who dished to 
Paulson. The senior hit a fadeaway 
jumper from the top of the key with five 
seconds on the clock to complete the 
comeback and send the game into over­
time.
However, San Bernardino dominated 
the extra period, outscoring Cal Poly 16-4 
and improving their chances of making
:
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STEVE PIERCE/Mustang Dally
Junior guard Matt Clawson drives the baseline In Saturday night’s Mustang win 
over the 16th-ranked UC Riverside Highlanders.
the CCAA Tournament.
“We haven’t been in an overtime situa­
tion that much this season,” Oliver said. 
“We didn’t execute real well (in the extra 
five minutes).”
The Mustangs were led by Oliver’s 18 
points. Paulson and Ellis chipped in 14 
apiece while Burrage picked up the 
double-double with 12 points and 11
rebounds.
The Coyotes received 27 points from 
Develle Walker and 14 points and 20 
boards from Orlando Robinson.
Cal Poly closes out their season next 
Saturday with a matchup at Bakersf eld, 
the undefeated powerhouse in N(’AA 
Division II and owners of the nation’s 
number one ranking.
Poly can’t 
wrestle 
away win
By Peter Hartlaub
Editor-in-chief
Cal Poly wrestling closed its 
dual meet season Sunday with 
a 17-15 loss to Cal State Fuller­
ton.
Cal Poly, 7-5 in dual meets 
for the season, nearly came 
back after losing its first five 
matches by decision.
Wins by wrestlers in the 
heavier weights, combined with 
a one-point penalty on Fuller­
ton (6-4) for unsportsmanlike 
conduct, brought the Mustangs 
close.
Jake Gaier, on a hot streak 
with three recent pins at Mott 
Gym, defeated his opponent at 
158-pounds, 13-10. Don Miller 
at 167-pounds and Charles Lid­
dell at 190 also posted decision 
wins.
Seth Woodill, ranked fifth in 
NCAA Division I, beat John 
Sanchez on a six-point dis­
qualification.
Five of Cal Poly’s six losses 
were by two points or less. 'The 
closest of which was Robby 
Cook’s 7-5 overtime loss to Ful­
lerton’s Sheldon Kim. Cal Poly 
Joey Dansby lost a 3-2 decision 
at 118-pounds, and Pat Morris­
sey, ranked seventh nationally, 
lost 3-1.
Cal Poly travels to Boise 
next weekend to compete in 
Pac-10 Championships.
Poly still in hunt despite loss
Cal Poly lost Saturday night 
in women’s basketball.
But the Mustangs did so 
agednst a Cal Poly Pomona team 
which itself has been defeated 
only twice this season.
And the loss to the Broncos 
does not eliminate the Mustangs 
from making the four-team 
California Collegiate Athletic As­
sociation Tburnament.
With one week left in the 
regular season. Cal Poly (5-5, 
9-12) will most likely have to win 
its two remaining conference 
games to finish among the 
CCAA’s top four teams and 
qualify for the tournament.
Cal Poly is battling Cal State 
Dominguez Hills (6-4) and Cal 
State San Bernardino (6-5) for 
the final two spots in the tourna­
ment.
The Mustangs will host 
Dominguez Hills on Thursday 
before concluding their CCAA
slate Saturday at Cal State Los 
Angeles (2-8).
Pbmona proved too tough for 
the Mustangs in a 77-60 Bronco 
win Saturday night.
The difference in that contest 
was the number of shots each 
team took. Cal Poly attempted 
only 36 compared to Pomona’s 
61.
The Broncos made almost 
twice as many shots as Cal Poly 
too, sinking 30 of 61 (49.9 per­
cent). The Mustangs were 17 of 
36 (47.2 percent).
“It was a frustrating night of­
fensively,” Cal Poly coach Jill Or- 
rock said. “We started out slow, 
but we picked it up in the second 
half and generated a little of­
fense.”
A little offense wouldn’t beat a 
Pomona team that is 9-1 in 
CCAA, 21-2 overall.
One-third of the Mustangs’ 
points came at the free throw
line, where they made 20 of 29.
Carrie Schmidt’s 14 points led 
Cal Poly. Cee Cee Nues added 11 
and Kelli Hoffman 10.
'The Mustangs had a lot of of­
fense Friday in a 96-53 win over 
Chapman.
The 96-point effort was the
Mustangs’ highest total of the 
year, surpassing its previous 
mark of 88 in a Jan. 23 win over 
Chapman.
Four Mustangs scored in 
double figures, with Susanne 
Carey’s 21 points leading the 
way. She also pulled in a team- 
high 12 rebounds.
Schmidt and Christine Red­
ness each scored 14 points while 
Hoffman added 13.
T hurs day ’s home game 
against Dominguez Hills starts 
at 7:30 p.m.
Swimmers record qualifying times
Jeremy Brannon and Scott 
Swoboda found themselves in a 
battle for first-place in the 200- 
meter freestyle Saturday.
'They challenged each other so 
much that both finished with 
times fast enough to qualify 
them for the NCAA Division II 
Championships.
Brannon touched the wall 
first Saturday in 1:41.52 to take 
first. Swoboda touched second in 
1:41.88.
Brannon also recorded a na­
tional qualifying time of 20.94 to 
win the 50 free.
Cal Poly’s 200 free relay team 
of Brannon, Swoboda, 'Trevor 
Sanders and Jim Varellis swam 
to a second-place finish with a
qualifying time of 1:26.82. Bran 
Maria Slight won the 100 
breast in a national qualifying 
time of 1:07.45 to highlight the 
performance of the Cal Poly 
women.
Anne Oberg won the 100 fly
while Jody Campbell took first in 
the 200 free and second in the 50 
free.
Cal Poly swims Saturday at 
Bakersfield before heading to 
Canton, Ohio, for the National 
Championships on March 10-13.v»ic xvv iijr un m a re n  iu
Rains wash out matches
Several matches involving Cal 
Poly’s athletic teams were either 
postponed or canceled Friday 
and Saturday because of wet 
weather.
C a l P o l y ’s b a s e b a l l  
doubleheader with UC San Diego 
on Saturday was washed out and 
will not be rescheduled.
Cal Poly’s men’s tennis team 
had to postpone Friday con­
ference-opener with Riverside to 
Monday at 11 a.m, while Satur­
day’s match versus Claremont- 
Mudd-Scripps was scrubbed.
The Mustangs’ women’s ten­
nis match against UC Santa 
O uz was moved from Saturday 
to Sunday.
Women ace 
u e s e ,  9-0
By Michael Sheets 
Staff Writer
'The Cal Poly women’s tennis | 
team remained undefeated j 
Sunday by winning all nine of | 
its matches against UC Santa 
Cruz. The Mustangs, who im­
proved to 9-0, didn’t lose a 
single set to the Banana Slugs.
'The women were only really 
threatened twice. 'Tracy Ar­
nold won 7-6 in her first set 
before cruising to a 6-2 win in 
the second. Emily Schuch also 
won 7-6 in her first set before 
shutting out Ella Zeek in the 
second set.
Cal Poly coach Chris Ep- 
pright said he was pleased with 
the teams performance. “We 
keep getting better wdth every 
match,” he said.
Cal Poly plays 'Tuesday at 2 
p.m. at Westmont College.
Men win 8-1
By Michael Sheats 
Staff Writer ______
'The Ced Poly men’s tennis 
team lost only one match to 
Loyola Marymount Sunday en 
route to an 8-1 win.
Mustang John Montgomery 
didn’t lose a single game in the 
fourth match of the day.
Cal Poly (8-2) suffered its 
lone loss when the Lions’ Josh 
Kenton defeated Marc Ollivier, 
6-4, 2-6, 6-1.
Cal Poly hosts UC Riverside 
today at 11 a.m. in its con­
ference opener.
